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The chapter focuses on connecting with not only members but also fellow nurses and partners to 
collaborate and share chapter and Sigma mission, opportunities, and accomplishments through meetings, 
events and technology. Developing a sound operating system within the chapter is imperative for 
connecting members and meeting the criteria for the Key Award. Several mechanisms must be in place in 
order to have a vibrant chapter. This poster will highlight several key areas to help your chapter win that 
next Key Award. 

Effective chapter operations incorporates members at all levels, which is delineated in the Policy and 
Procedure Manual. The Policy and Procedure Manual is reviewed annually by the governance committee. 
Any additions or revisions are made in collaboration with the responsible member. Having a strong Policy 
and Procedure manual can be a helpful guide in keeping the chapter on track with the international 
Strategic Plan and Key Award criteria. Another aspect that has helped the chapter is striving for a Board 
and Executive Committee that mirrors the members of Sigma on an international level. The chapter Board 
and Executive Committee is comprised of members at all levels of their career as well as from various 
settings including hospital administrators, bedside nurses, and nursing faculty at the university. Also, 
incorporating your chapter operations outside of regular board meetings cultivates creative visionary 
thinking. 

Each year, the chapter hosts an annual winter retreat. This is a time to reflect and align the chapter 
Strategic Plan with the Sigma Strategic Plan. The retreat is a venue to engage members that are 
interested in becoming more involved with the Board or Executive Committee. Chapters are always 
searching for new, transferred, or seasoned members who aspire to becoming a leader within the 
organization. During this time the chapter reflects on accomplishments as well as future direction based 
on the Presidential Call To Action and the Key Award. The Strategic Plan also helps guide all activities for 
the chapter throughout the year. 

As part of the Strategic Plan, the chapter connects and collaborates with members and local partners to 
cultivate future leaders through informal and formal mentoring. Mentoring fosters professional and 
personal growth and development, which is an essential piece in shaping future leaders in nursing. The 
chapter developed a Leadership Intern Program as a formal mentoring process. This Program is 
monitored by the Leadership Succession Committee. Along with Sigma, the vision of the chapter 
Leadership Intern Program is to provide each intern with the opportunity to expand leadership skills, 
develop a relationship with a mentor, and nurture a lasting commitment to Sigma. The Leadership Intern 
Program has grown over the years as board members listen to needs and requests of newly inducted 
members. The potential leadership intern positions are as follows: Diversity in Nursing Initiatives Intern, 
Social Event Coordinator Intern, Membership Liaison Intern. This Intern Program is instrumental in the 
chapter meeting the goals, vision, and mission as set forth in the Strategic Plan to help obtain the Key 
Award. 

A well developed operating system, consisting of a policy and procedure manual, Strategic Plan, and a 
diverse Board and Executive Committee, can catalyze your chapter to the Key Award. Key Award 
application preparation takes planning and commitment from all chapter members. If members feel 
engaged, they are more likely to participate and give back to the chapter in a variety of ways. 

To begin the Key Award application process, the chapter must access a copy of the criteria. The Key 
Award criteria, along with the Presidential Call To Action , will help guide your chapter in developing a 



Strategic Plan. Convening an all day retreat with the Board and Executive Committee is helpful in 
reviewing the Key Award criteria to determine which areas are missing from your chapters goals and 
mission. Areas of deficiency are important to add to the Strategic Plan to help guide chapter activities for 
the year. The Board assigns different areas of the Key Award to various members of the Executive 
Committee to work on throughout the year. At the same time, your chapter can also begin to think about 
the Presidential Call To Action and how the chapter can meet the goals as set forth by the president of 
Sigma. Setting goals to incorporate the Presidential Call To Action into chapter activities is not only 
helpful for fulfilling criteria for the Key Award, but will also help your chapter achieve the Chapter 
Excellence Awards. 

Developing effective chapter operations is crucial to catalyzing your chapter to the Key Award. Having a 
well defined policy and procedure manual and Strategic Plan are crucial steps toward achieving this 
prestigious award for your chapter. With dedication and hard work from the Board, Executive Committee, 
and members your chapter can attain the Key Award! 
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